
December 8, 2021 Faculty Meeting Minutes – FINAL 

Faculty Chair Nancy Murray opened the meeting at 3:02 with a video highlighting the Evergreen 

community members over the years that she created for this meeting.  

Staff in the Spotlight -- Agenda Committee member Ulrike Krotscheck introduced this week’s spotlighted 

staff, Chris Granado. Ulrike and Nancy then read some of the many quotes that were submitted 

honoring Chris. 

Nominations – Nancy continued accepting nominations for faculty chair and began accepting 

nominations for a Council of Faculty position that Cali Ellis will vacate. Lalita Calabria was nominated for 

a second time to be faculty chair. 

Faculty recruitment of students – Brad Proctor and Nancy Koppelman were introduced in their new half-

time roles as faculty organizers for student recruitment and faculty liaison to Admissions.  They 

reviewed the language in the MOU describing this work, invited others to be involved, either in the 

same role as the two of them or in the many governance positions that are available.  They then asked 

Wade Arave to provide some context for where faculty can be most helpful.  Brad continued by 

indicating there are already 25 faculty who have signed up and provided a brief overview of the work 

they are already engaged in to build relationships and an understanding of the roles faculty, Admissions 

and others can play to strengthen recruitment. 

Curriculum Review Team – Trevor Speller provided an overview of this work that has just gotten 

underway, introduced the team members, and invited questions for the team to consider as they begin 

their deliberations. 

Announcements 

• Tamsin Foucrier announced a new 2-credit course being sponsored by CELTC that could be 

integrated into programs. 

• Greg Mullins announced the retirements in the next month of long-time Library employees Jane 

Fisher and Sara Huntington. 

Break-out Groups – Participants were invited into break-out groups for the remainder of the meeting, 

with a particular focus on faculty recruitment of students. 

 

 

 


